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. 2 (Xu [22, 23]). $C$ Banach $E$
, $T$ $C$ . $u\in C$ ,
$\{\alpha_{n}\}.\subset(0,1)$ (C1), (C2), (C5) . $\{x_{n}\}\subset C$
$x_{1}\in C$ (1) . $P$ $C$ $F(T)$ sunny nonexpansive
retraction . , $\{x_{n}\}$ $Pu$ .
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1 (Weng [20]). $\{\alpha_{n}\}\subset[0,1],$ $\{\beta_{n}\}\subset[0, \infty$), $\{\gamma_{n}\}\subset$
$[0, \infty)$
$\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}\alpha_{n}=\infty$ , $\lim_{nrightarrow\infty}\beta_{n}=0$ , $\gamma_{n+1}\leq(1-\alpha_{n})\gamma_{n}+\alpha_{n}\beta_{n}$
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$\lambda\in(0,1)$ , $\{\alpha_{n}\}\subset[0,1]$ ? (C1) (C2)
. $\{x_{n}\}\subset C$ $x_{1}\in C$
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2 ([14, 15]). $\{z_{n}\},$ $\{w_{n}\}$ Banach $E$
, $\{\alpha_{n}\}$ $[0,1]$ .
$\bullet$ $n\in N$ , $z_{n+1}=\alpha_{n}w_{n}+(1-\alpha_{n})z_{n}$
$\bullet\lim\sup_{n}(\Vert w_{n+1}-w_{n}\Vert-\Vert z_{n+1}-z_{n}\Vert)\leq 0$
$\bullet$ $0< \lim\inf_{n}\alpha_{n}\leq\lim\sup_{n}\alpha_{n}<1$
. , $\lim_{n}^{f}\Vert w_{n}-z_{n}\Vert\cdot=0$ .
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